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Brexit - is now the time to invest in the UK?
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The summer is traditionally a quiet time for the UK property market and this year
has been no exception. The same does not apply to the UK political scene though,
with Brexit continuing to dominate matters. The political intrigue within the Tory
party over the issue, and the opinion pieces written by ’informed’ journalists have
In this
been better than a John le Carre (well, almost). We live in interesting times and
edition they are going to become even more interesting over the next twelve months.
The question we have to ask is; how is Brexit going to affect the property market?
Hot off the Will prices crash or soar to even greater heights as we step out on our own?
press
According to various reports, house prices grew by 3% in the year to May 2018. The
growth varied from region to region, with for example, Manchester growing by 7%
Prices don’t
and London falling by 0.4%. At the time of the Brexit vote the London market was rising rapidly, but
have to rise
there were warning signs that a slow down was coming, primarily due to affordability issues.
to make
Additionally, the number of properties that had been bought by overseas investors caused what agents
money
commonly refer to as ‘buyer fatigue’, resulting in falling demand. Cities such as Manchester, where
out of the
prices were seen as more affordable, continued to see good demand and rising prices.
Spanish
property The initial fear was that major redundancies in the London financial sector would cause a collapse in
market
rental demand and subsequently, capital values . However, in the two years to the end of 2017, the
number of jobs in the UK’s financial services sector rose by 23,000 to 1,134,000. Last month, jobs in
HMO
London (not just financial ones) were up 1.9% over the previous year.
regulations
change to It is clear that the market is currently suffering from a lack of sales activity. One reason is the changes to
benefit the stamp duty which has dampened demand from buy to let investors. Other reasons include low interest
rates, an economy that is still ticking along, low unemployment and high wage levels which have resulted
sector
in little need for most owners to sell. A ‘wait and see’ approach seems to be prevalent.

A point
of view

MOTs for The consensus opinion among the ‘experts’ seems to be that irrespective of whether there is a ‘soft ’ or
rented
‘hard’ exit, interest rates may rise over the medium term. However, it is worth noting, they will rise from
properties? historically low levels so the effect on the property market should be limited. The ongoing
housing shortage (we are building 150,000 homes every year whereas we need 250,000) and the
Majestic
continuation of programs such as the government’s “Help to buy’ scheme mean that demand for
Victoria
housing will remain strong over the medium to long term. Strong demand and limited supply means
update
prices will rise, even if in some parts of the country (notably London) they don’t in the short term.
3 units left!
So should we just ignore Brexit and invest with care fee abandon on the basis that ‘it will be alright in the
end, and if it is not alright, it isn’t the end’? The answer is yes, with a few caveats. If you are looking for
Something good capital growth over the next few years then you may be disappointed if you buy now. Price growth
lighter
will be fairly limited with prices forecasted to rise by anything from 0% to 5% p.a. depending on the
location. The latter figure may sound attractive but remember, the ‘expert’ forecasts are frequently wrong.
For longer term investment then the answer is yes - prices are likely to be higher in five years time than they are
now. If you are looking for an attractive, secure income stream then the answer is definitely yes - there are some
great opportunities out there and rental demand is most certainly not going to crash. Likewise, short term
development projects that are not dependent on rising prices to generate a profit will be a qualified yes, depending
on the project and the parties involved.
One thing is certain, despite rises and falls in the market, prices are substantially higher now than when we started
out over twenty years ago. Property can provide a great income stream and be a sound medium to long
term investment - that is not going to change going forward, despite the current uncertainty caused by Brexit.
Tony Davies
Managing Director

Nothing to worry about Fears of a sharp summer slowdown in the housing market
have eased after the latest closely watched survey found that prices ticked higher in
August, rising at their fastest annual rate in nine months. In its latest monthly snapshot
of the property market the Halifax said that the average price of a home for sale rose by
0.1% in August but grew by 3.7% over the three months from June, compared with a
year earlier. That marked an increase on the 3.3 % figure Halifax recorded in July and
represented the fastest rise since last November. The price of an average home stands at
Hot off the press £229,958, the Halifax said. The housing market tends to slow over the later summer
months because so many families have either moved early in order to ensure a place for
their children in a good local school or have left the country for their annual holiday. In its explanation of the move the
Halifax said that house prices were being kept higher by low unemployment and a gradual increase in wages, which is
relieving some of the pressure on household finances and making it more affordable for people to move. The mortgage
lender also said that the market was being supported by historically low interest rates, making mortgage payments
manageable, and by a limited supply of homes coming on to the market.

The big boys are entering the housing market
One of
Britain’s oldest property companies is about to become one of the
biggest housebuilders after committing to 30,000 new homes
within its development pipeline by 2023. Grosvenor, which was
established in 1667 and owns all of Mayfair and Belgravia in
central London, said it wanted to help Britain’s housing crisis by
delivering new communities in Britain with thousands of homes.
It plans to play the role of “master developer”, buying up large
and complex parcels of brownfield or greenfield land that is
capable of holding 2,000 to 5,000 homes. It will take this
through the planning system, design and build out process, but
will split the land between different housebuilders.
The company holds property for the Duke of Westminster, who at
27 is the world’s richest man under 30. It has £5.2 billion of
property assets worldwide and develops, manages and invests in
more than 60 cities internationally. However, about 51% of
Grosvenor’s assets are still in the UK. By committing to a pipeline
of 30,000 homes within the next five years Grosvenor will join
some of the largest housebuilders in the UK. Barratt, Britain’s
biggest housebuilder, completes around 17,000 homes a year,
while Persimmon, the second biggest, delivers around 16,000.

House prices in Britain’s top 50
university towns and cities have risen by an
average of £28,725 since 2015, enough to
cover the tuition fees on a three-year degree,
according to Housesimple.com.
Anyone buying in Coventry would have made
the largest return. Average house prices in the
city rose by 61 %, or £70,065, between June
2015 and June 2018 to £184,690, according to
its analysis of Land Registry data.
Over the same period, the average property
price rose by 27% in Manchester, or £36,626, to
£174,044, while in Bristol prices jumped by
25%, or £53,000. In Birmingham they rose by
23%, or £34,367, and in Loughborough they
climbed by 22 %, or £40,505.
The figures did not for account mortgage and
maintenance costs and the additional 3% stamp
duty on second homes

Smaller and getting smaller The housing crisis is forcing Britons to live in ever
more cramped homes with new properties now more than a fifth smaller than they
were in the 1970s. The typical new home for sale in and around 20 British cities is a
quarter the size of a tennis court, 65 sq m (700 sq f). Their size has shrunk every
decade since the 1970s and is continuing to get smaller, research has revealed.
Typical properties found on Rightmove and Zoopla, Britain’s two biggest property
portals, have almost 5% less space than the average built since 2010.
Living rooms are now a third smaller than in the 1970s, the biggest reduction, while kitchens have shrunk by a
quarter and bedrooms and bathrooms by a fifth. A Riba study in 2014 found that the average new-build in the
Netherlands, which has a higher population density than Britain, is almost twice as big at 115.5 sq m. The Home
Builders Federation defended smaller properties, saying they made housing cheaper and allowed more people to
get on to the property ladder.
The analysis, which looked at new-builds £20,000 above and below the average price in each area, found that new
homes in London were the smallest in the country, at only 56 sq m on average. New-build living rooms in the
capital are half the size of those in a typical property for sale and bedrooms are just 7.6 sq m — not much bigger than
a large snooker table.

Prices don’t have to rise to make money
out of the Spanish property market

Around
the globe

We have historically focused on the UK market, but have over the years
ventured into other markets such as Australia, the USA and Spain.
In 2015 we entered the Spanish market through the acquisition of two
freehold properties in the Old Town in Estepona on the Costa del Sol.
At the time the market there was suffering from the effects of the crash
in property prices and we acquired the properties at attractive prices.

Fast forward 3 years and the market has certainly seen a recovery which
now appears fully underway with strong demand, particularly for quality
properties in prime locations. British buyers wanting a holiday home
there have gradually returned to the market, supported by northern
Europeans seeking a relaxed, warmer environment to live in. Tourist
numbers are increasing — in 2017, Spain was the second most visited
country in the world, recording 82 million tourists which marked the fifth
consecutive year of record-beating numbers.

Source: Kyero Data

Importantly, Spain recorded GDP of 3.1% in 2017, the third consecutive
year it has been more than 3%. The property market performed well, with
data from the latest index from appraisal company Tinsa shows that valuations by the company increased by 4.5% in
December 2017 year on year. Prices in the big cities were up 7.5%, along the Mediterranean coast up by 5.7% and up by
3.8% in the Balearic and Canary Islands.
A recent Standard and Poor report shows that prices increased by 4% in 2017 and are forecast to rise by 3.5% in 2018,
and by 3% in 2019 and 2020. Sales are forecast to rise by 8%. It also says that purchases by foreigners remained
at around 17% of the total, from 10% on average for 2006 to 2013. In line with this, Spanish bank BBVA forecasts that
house prices in the country are set rise by 5% in 2018.
Given the change in market conditions, many investors are now looking to enter this market. Most of the cheap, poorly
located foreclosed properties have either been sold or demolished, but there are still good opportunities to be found.
Local taxes and running costs mean the net rental yields are not particularly attractive so most investors are seeing it as
a capital growth opportunity - buy now and wait for the market to rise further in the next five years. Whilst it is always
difficult to forecast price growth over the medium term, it may be reasonable to assume that prices will move forward,
albeit not spectacularly. Whilst there are never any guarantees when it comes to property markets, unless there is
another GFC it appears unlikely there will be another crash in the medium term. The good news for some investors is
that the prospects of a price correction in the short term appear remote.
Spain is a big country and the markets in Barcelona and Marbella on the Costa del Sol for example, are very different.
We invested in Estepona as it offered good value and the Costa del Sol will always be a popular for international and
domestic tourists. Estepona offers the best of the ‘real’ Spain, having all the modern facilities tourists expect without
the cheap high rise holiday apartment blocks and fish and chip shops. The Old Town is centrally located and comprises
classic Spanish houses in pedestrianised, cobbled streets (where our properties are). Wonderful restaurants, great
beach, friendly people, it has it all and is a short drive from Marbella and an hour’s drive from Malaga airport.
We are a development and investment group and our approach is to work with our clients to acquire quality properties,
refurbish them and then either resell or hold them for the medium term. The duration of the project is determined at
the outset and there is always full transparency. Buying now and exiting after completion of the refurbishment means
that prices do not have to rise over that period in order to make a profit. The increase in value through the
refurbishment generates the profit, a price rise over the investment period simply enhance this. This is an ideal way to
make money out property investment without relying on capital growth and is the strategy we will adopt for our
Estepona properties when we launch the project.
The five rights of property investment
Invest in the right property in the right location at the right time for the right price with the right developer/adviser

Estepona

HMO regulations change to benefit the sector
We have commented several times recently on the HMO (Houses in Multiple
Occupation) sector in the UK. The comments have elicited a number of
approaches from our clients seeking more information on this potentially
lucrative sector. Whilst historically the sector has been the subject of bad
press due to rogue landlords, sub-standard properties and over crowding,
it is finally gaining recognition as a valuable contributor to easing the UK’s
ongoing housing shortage.
The UK Government has certainly acknowledged the importance of the HMO sector and has taken steps to more
heavily regulate it. In June of this year the Ministry of Housing Local Communities and Local Government issued
a policy paper which said ‘The private rented sector is an important part of our housing market, with 4.7 million
households in England. The sector has under gone rapid growth over the last ten years. It is the second largest
tenure in England, representing 20 per cent of all households in England Houses in multiple occupation (HMOs)
form a vital part of this sector, often providing cheaper accommodation for people whose housing options are
limited. HMOs are known to be commonly occupied by students but there are also a growing
number of young professionals and migrant workers sharing houses and flats.
From the 1st October 2018, the government will introduce mandatory licensing for houses and
flats that are occupied by five or more persons and form two or more separate households.
As a result of this, it estimates that an additional 177,000 HMOs (on top of the existing
60,000) will become subject to mandatory licensing in England. A building meets the standard
test of being a HMO if it is a building in which more than one household has living
accommodation (other than self-contained flats) and at least two households share a basic
amenity, or the living accommodation is lacking in a basic amenity. Basic amenities are defined
as a toilet, personal washing facilities or cooking facilities. The degree of sharing is not relevant and there is no requirement that all the households share those amenities. The government has also
established minimum sizes for bedrooms, which now need to be a minimum of 6.51 m2 for one person over 10
years of age, 10.22 m2 for two persons over 10 years of age and 4.64 m2 for one child
under the age of 10 years.
Irrespective of the above, councils may have their own requirements in terms of
licensing. For example, the amount of shared amenity space that is required within
each property. Many councils are still in the process of finalizing their revised
licensing and application procedures in respect of HMOs. Importantly, before
investing in this sector, potential owners should ensure the property complies with all
the regulations imposed by both central and local government.
Landlords of HMOs that fall under the new definition will be committing a criminal offence if they fail to apply for
a licence or a temporary exemption by 1 October 2018. Going forward, licence holders who breach the new
regulations may be subject to an unlimited fine, with the local housing authority having the option to impose a
financial penalty of up to £30,000 as an alternative to prosecution.
The HMO regulations are intended to enforce minimum standards of accommodation for this sector and provide
clear guidance for landlords in terms of their obligations and liabilities. They are long overdue and will further
increase standards within this important sector. It may seem that owning a HMO involves excessive liabilities and
potential headaches, but the reality is far from that. As with all property investments, especially those in regulated
sectors, investors should take expert advice before investing. It all comes down to following the five rights of
property investment. Using the services of a competent and professional
adviser and property manager will ensure that the HMO will be a
profitable investment - the manager will ensure that all regulations are
complied with and the property is managed properly to minimize costs
and maximize net rental. With net yields in excess of 6% p.a., this
is a secure and trouble-free sector for astute investors seeking
security of capital with an attractive return.
For more information on how you can invest in the HMO sector, please contact us.

MOTs for rented properties?
According to academics at the University of York, rented houses
should be subjected to a ‘property MOT’. They have suggested in
a report on the private rented sector that this could simplify
existing regulations and help to drive up standards in rented
homes where tenants often live in poor conditions. It would
operate in a similar way to MOTs for cars, with flats and houses
facing an annual inspection. This would include current
requirements such as electrical and gas safety certificates but add a new assessment setting a basic minimum
standard that all properties must meet. The MOT test would be carried out by independent inspectors and landlords
could claim it as a tax-deductible business cost. This may reduce the net income from owning a rented property, but
will ensure minimum standards of accommodation for tenants and help eradicate rogue landlords.

Majestic Victoria in Manchester
Several of our long standing clients have recently joined our private syndicate,
which is acquiring a number of the units in our latest Manchester project.
The result is that we now have limited space within the syndicate
and only three units left If you are interested in investing in this project
please contact us at your earliest convenience.
18 apartments ; Character building ; Classic designs - period features ;
999 year leases ; Anticipated completion - Q4 2018 ; Good residential area
- tree lined street comprising quality homes Walking distance to Metrolink,
bus and train stations ; Close to shops, restaurants etc ; Strong rental
demand and capital growth prospects ; 6% p.a. interest on funds held prior to
completion ; 6% p.a. net rental guarantee for 2 years ; £5,000 Rental Bond
per unit to support the guarantee ; Unit price - from £105,000

Syndicate opportunity from £30,000

Something a little lighter
Our MD is in HK/Asia
17th -28th
……...
If you would
like to meet
him
please
contact
us
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A character property
with classic designs

A thougt from
the Property Pulpit
“It’s tangible, it’s solid, it’s
beautiful. It’s artistic, from
my standpoint, and I just
love real estate.”
Donald Trump
One of the few things worth
quoting him on…….

The articles and comments contained herein reflect the
personal views of the author (our MD) and are intended
to be accurate, informative and occasionally amusing.
No offence is intended to any party (Honestly, we
promise!). I f you have any feedback for us re content
or format please let us know. All suggestions will be
gratefully received. If you know anyone who might
be interested in reading it, please forward it to them or forward
us their email address. Your support will be greatly appreciated.
info@stdavidgroup.com
www.stdavidgroup.com

We are only joking, real estate
agents perform a vital role…..

This newsletter is not an invitation to the general public to
invest in a St David private syndicate. For further
information on our activities and how you can become
a client please contact us.

